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BRANSON MAX 313 SHERMAN STREET
Extending Through to 

312 LAKESIDE AVENUE

B. & M. Stands for BRANSON & MAX, and Means BEST MATERIAL
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Kt/Hunm reau-Boi » u» worm
—b«lt«r nude. erf better material! and 
fimthed better than othere. Compel- 
iaf with the world'! beet matter, Keen 
Keller Toole receded MIT SUM PRIZE 

« awarded any complete Itoe ol edged 
tool!, ior Ul llheci ot quality

We control only first-class agencies, as will be shown by the 
accompanying cuts. Best materials are the first points of con
sideration always whenever we buy our line of tools, con
sequently we are pleased to announce the agency for the Keen- 
Kutter tools—everything fi om a brush sythe to a razor. Their 
goods are complete and bear out our claim that we cater only to 
people who BUY QUALITY. We make no pretense so far as 
quantity is concerned, but we are certainly there with the 
goods whenever a patron goes 
hunting for QUALITY bar- ^  1 * P  
gains. ™  1111 ***■*-

Whenever a dealer can boast only of a large 
stock of goods and low prices it indicates that 
this is the only inducement he has to offer in order 
to secure the patronage of the people. The motto 
of the Keen-Kutter has always been an inspiration 
to us.

“The Remembrance of Quality Re= 
mains Long After Price is Forgotten.”
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'  t h e ' DOG DOESN'T MIND 

HE KNOWS IT WONT HURT— IT’S A “ KEEN KUf f CB'

Over 100 of these ranges 
actually in use in our city, 
3000 in Spokano, anil these 
are the people who do our de
sirable advertising for us. 
.Again referring to tpiality we 
call your attention to the 
fact that the officials of the 
great Portland Fair gave 
away two prizes for the best 
range and we are pleased to

_ report that the Monarch
secured both the gold and grand gold prizes. Hundreds of 
ranges would have been glad to recure even the second 
prize, muchless favorable mention, but where the Monarch 
goes it leads all others.

Its Agencies are con- 
troled only by dealers

Of QUALITY. ^TheT>t»y Satisfactory Ran*

B.&M.i Stands lor & Means
Branson & Max ( X  B EST  MATERIAL

Interior of our store fronting on sherman St. We are dis
appointed in not being able to furnish a cut of our warehouse 
and wholesale rooms fronting on Lakeside. But to those who 
are our patroni the buildings and the goods of quality are there.

This cut is further evidence 
1 of Quality.

The Celebrated
Mitchell Wagon

72 Years Old,

And all the lines of Agricul
tural Implements controlled 
by this house.

Our Washing Machines

are sold under a positive 
guarantee of satisfaction or 
your money back. We 
have other good lines. All 
are positively guaranteed. 
Come see us before purch
asing; we sell nothing but 
goods of quality.

Better Than a Hot Water Plant
Torrid Zone steel furnaces are better for fine residences than either hot water or 

steam. This violates a common notion, bnt it is true. Hot water and steam have 
been preferred to furnace heat because tlu y were cleaner than the dirty oast iron 
furnace, but not so with the dust ami gas tight Torrid Zone. The tire in a Torrid 
Zone is enclosed entirely within a heavy steel shell which never leaks gas or dirt, 
while the impossibility of cleaning between the coils of a radiator and the streak of 
dust on the wall above it still remains with hot water or steam heating.

But, above all, is the superior ventilation afforded by furnace heat. John R. 
Allen, professor of mechanical engineering in Michigan University, has explained 
this matter of ventilation from a scientific standpoint On pages 29 and 30  of a 
volume of his published lectures as delivered before his classes he says:

•‘From the standpoint of ventilation direct steam heat would have little ad
vantage ouer a st6 ve, as it gtves no means of supplying fresh air.”

A Torrid Zone furnace will change the air in every room every fifteen minutes 
while steam or hot water radiators heat it over and over again. This is of the ut 
most importance in these days of iresh air cures of pulmonary diseases. So im 
portant is this matter of the circulation of air that unless cold air is drawn off tht 
floor by a furnace the heat will rise to the ceiling, hence it has been urged that al 
babies in steam or hot water heated houses should be hung near the ceiling or else 1 
furnace installed for their benefit.

Another common error regarding hot water and steam heat is that it is a mois 
heat. In fact, it is the driest heat on earth, used in preference to hot air in al 
mechanical driers and kilns. The water or 3team is confined to the radiators, am 
not a particle of moisture can penetrate the iron. The only moisture from such hea 
is that already in the room, soon dried by the heating of the air, whereas in furnae 
heat an abundance of moisture can be supplied from the water pans.

We also control the agency for the old and reliable line of

Round Oak Stoves and Ranges
Manufactured by the Beckwith Estate—here is further evidence of Quality. Some one has said that “imitation is the sincerest flattery.” Today the term Oak is placed 
on hundreds of stoves. Why? Because the Oak Heater as planned by the Round Oak people has proven itself to be the greatest heating stove on the"1 market ? And 
others are endeavoring to pass a counterfit on you by saying they are dealers in Oak Stoves, etc. But bear in mind they don’t tell you it’s a Round Oak We also 
make a specialty of Builders’ Hardware and all general lines carried by the hardware trade.

Sherman and 
Lakeside BRANSON MAX Coeur d’Alene 

Idaho

We Have Quality and Prices Consistent with Quality


